On the Normalization of Data in Chinese Meanings
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Abstract: Data normalization is important for data analysis so there are many methods of data normalization. Also because of many differences in various disciplines and fields, the concepts and methods of data normalization in literature appear vague and confusing in Chinese translations. In this paper, data normalization and data standardization are two main terms used on the basis of a detailed analysis of the situation. We recommend the "data normalization" corresponding to Chinese translations. Then theoretically, the differences between the two terms are elaborated and the intrinsic meanings and features of data normalization are studied.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet, cloud computing technology, the corresponding quantity of data shows an explosive growth trend, followed by the era of big data. For each field, there is a huge amount of data generated every day and in diverse forms. So people become to focus on how to manage and use these data in a better way.

Since data exist in diverse types from different sources, wide ranges of ways to process data exist. In general, the data should be processed before application. Nowadays, the term of "data normalization" /"biaozhun hua" (Chinese meaning) is used in the domestic and foreign research reports, academic papers and non-academic articles, and it is more greatly employed than ever before.

Foreign scholars have a clear definition and explanation of data normalization; it defined the basic difference with the data standardization. In the domestic literature, and even the authoritative literature, such as Baidu Encyclopedia, the two English terms, "data standardization" or "data normalization", are translated as "shuju biaozhun hua" (Chinese meaning) is used in the domestic and foreign research reports, academic papers and non-academic articles, and it is more greatly employed than ever before.

Foreign scholars have a clear definition and explanation of data normalization; it defined the basic difference with the data standardization. In the domestic literature, and even the authoritative literature, such as Baidu Encyclopedia, the two English terms, "data standardization" or "data normalization", are translated as "shuju biaozhun hua" (Chinese meaning) is used in the domestic and foreign research reports, academic papers and non-academic articles, and it is more greatly employed than ever before.

In the technical aspect, "data normalization" means that the general data is regulated to the canonical form. "Data
normalization" also means to convert a value to the range: 0-1. The "standardization" refers to the development and implementation of technical standards process, which indicates the standards set-up, follow-up and standard evaluation process. Therefore, this term has the meaning of establishing a standard for an object and implementation this standard. For example, technical standards used in "industrial, commercial in national and international" and other aspects, have the maximum compatibility, interoperability, security, repeatability and quality advantages. "Data standardization" is to convert the data for the mean to 0 and the variance of 1, it is important to have a certain "enforcement" meaning. From the analysis of semantics, in Oxford dictionary and the British dictionary, the word formation of "normalization" and "standardization" belong to derivation. The root of normalization "normal" means "normal, formal, and standard". Its verb is "normalize", indicating to make normal, standard, or standardized behavior and processing. The root of standardization "standard" indicates the scale used in the evaluation, the verb standardize represents standards, comparative standard and a test. It also means an established standard (the higher level of norm). "Standard" is originated in the modern industrial management. From the above analysis, based on the existing literature and term application by scholars, "data normalization" translated as "shuju guifan hua", or "data guifan hua", "data standardization" translated as "shuju biaozhun hua", or "data biaozhun hua" seems more in line with research in the field context at different semantic expression "data normalization" and "data standardization" requirements [1-4].

Due to the different understanding of the semantics and the accuracy of the translation, the term application in the Chinese literature is often more complex. According to the authority of CNKI database on CNKI home page, the retrieved index to the "normalization" appeared earlier in the paper of Gu, Z. C. on helium separable wave function to the relevant function normalizes [5]; Zhu, H. f. etc. introduced "standardization", although not explicitly given the detailed explanation in Chinese meanings. In his article, he mainly used the term for standard of China insect name [6]; "Data standardization" in the earlier paper appears in Ying, Q. R.’s paper [7], such as "normalization" in the title and keywords; then "data standardization" appeared in G, Z.’s paper [8], in English title and keywords, respectively using the "data normalization" and "data standardization". With the rise and expansion of domestic data processing research, the confusion on these terms becomes more and more serious in Chinese meanings. Today on Baidu Encyclopedia, "data standardization" explanation in English is used "normalization". From its interpretation, its meaning should be "standardization". Baidu Encyclopedia confusedly uses "standardized" with both gerunds "standardizing" and "normalizing".

With the increase of domestic academic research and international communication, many Chinese scholars have a clear understanding of "normalization" and "standardization". Therefore, using the CNKI platform, the two terms in bilingual usage advanced search, clutter and terminology used for graphical display; results are shown in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data biaozhun hua</th>
<th>Data guifan hua</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Normalization</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Standardization</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: search platform: CNKI (in China); retrieval methods: “advanced search”, the source for “journal, doctoral, master, important meetings, international conferences, special journals”; retrieval time: September 25, 2016.

The results of the literature search will be detailed decomposition to the year, as shown below:

![Figure 1. Term number corresponding relation between Chinese literature statistical figures.](chart)
Note: Figure 1 shows that in 2015 the data for the current data, the retrieval method is the same as in table 1.

In the library related terms usage, it shows the following problems. First, besides the obvious "data biaozhun hua-data standardization" which is a combination of the most frequently used, the other three combinations is a little visible. This means that the Chinese scholars have a big confusion about terminology; In the second place, from the number of usage cases, domestic scholars are more likely to use the term "data standardization" in their research topics, which means "data biaozhun hua" in Chinese; Thirdly, the domestic research on data processing began to change apparently from 2003.

3. Chinese Interpretation and Translation for Normalization and Standardization

According to modern Chinese dictionary, "biaozhun" is used as a noun, which means the criterion or guidelines to evaluate things, such as technical biaozhun, practice is the sole criterion for testing truth. When it is an adjective, meaning in line with guidelines and can provide a comparison norm to check for similar things, such as the biaozhun sound, biaozhun time, her pronunciation is biaozhun, etc. "Biaozhun hua" is mainly used as a verb, meaning that in order to adapt to the development of science and technology, to meet the needs for organizing production, the technical biaozhun is established for product quality control, biaozhun hua a variety of specifications, common parts, components, etc.. This is called biaozhun hua. "Guifan" is used as a noun, commonly known as agreed or stated biaozhun, such as language specification, code of ethics; when it is an adjective, it indicates guifan, such as the usage of the word but not guifan; Used as a verb, it makes normative, such as the use of new social morality to regulate people's behaviors, etc. Guifan hua also is a noun form of a verb, meaning that for certain criteria, such as language guifan hua, service industry should be guifan hua. Guifan hua is the "guifan" and a composite structure of the word "hua". According to Chinese literal meaning, it can be interpreted as "to make the guifan" and "alter, change". In the disciplines concerned, data guifan hua is the dimensionless of physics level or with chemokines, to eliminate the unit of data restrictions or heterogeneity, the original data can be converted to dimensionless or homogeneous data in order to be compared, weighted between different units or metric magnitude or nature. In the aspect of mathematics, it can be considered that guifan hua is to map the actual data values of individual indicators into a common relatively modest range, which determines a function formula between the various indicators of guifan hua [11].

From the above concept from analysis of data guifan hua, we can see that guifan hua of data should firstly go to determine whether the selected indicators/data complies with the requirements of guifan hua; then go to analyze the characteristic of the selected indicators/data based on the principles of selection, reasonably selection of treatment methods; and finally go to analyze whether indicators/data guifan hua processing result is reasonable. Therefore, data guifan hua is to select the index data according to certain criterion (i.e. guifan hua method) for the corresponding transformation. The essence of data guifan hua is to change or remove the property and dimension of the data index, and other influencing factors.

Based on the comprehensive analysis of these two terms in Chinese and foreign languages, "biaozhun hua (standardization)" and "guifan hua (normalization)" have more complex relationship. We believe that the main difference between them is: in some sense, "guifan hua" is about common nature, technically considered lower than the level of "biaozhun hua", while "biaozhun hua" is the result of modification and abstract out of norm, having the meaning of compulsory execution. The relationship between these two has the characteristics of source and flow. "Biaozhun hua" has the characteristics of more mandatory, unique, authoritative, valuable and etc. Therefore, "guifan hua" and "biaozhun hua" should be treated differently.

In summary, we use data normalization (data guifan hua). First of all, according to the earliest use of each term on the CNKI retrieval platform, the correct meaning of the terms can be clearly distinguished; secondly, some domestic scholars have been aware of the confusion of the terms used and tried to solve by changing the terms. Secondly, some domestic scholars have been aware of the confusion of the terms used, trying to solve by changing the terms. For example, Wang X. J., Ma L. P. and etc. have tried to replace the terms in use by introducing the terms of "standardization, normalization, and uniformization" and other terms [9, 10]. In some sense, it will make people to understand the content more confused, such as "uniformization" which also has other meanings.

Therefore, according to the historical usage of relevant terms, semantic interpretation and the domestic and international literature review, the study suggests that "normalization" in data processing be translated as "guifan hua" and "standardization" as "biaozhun hua" to facilitate the normative researches, and the international communications.

4. Summary

Based on the study and analysis on the related content of normalization theory from the domestic and foreign scholars in recent years, the paper researchers have a clearer understanding of data normalization. By comparative analysis, the definition of the "data normalization" is defined. Furthermore, the difference between the terms is elaborated theoretically and proposition of "data normalization" is suggested as corresponding term in Chinese.

Due to the complex relationships of normalization and standardization, complexity of data standardization is also brought about. Coupled with the dynamic development, its
essence is also complex. We hope our research can initiate more valuable work.
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